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Our Philosophy
Blackmans Bay Childrens Services aim to provide
high quality education and care for all children.
We believe in inclusive and interactive community
partnerships, where respect and a supportive
learning environment embraces the nature of the
child. Through our educators knowledge of child
development our approach is play-based and full
of opportunities for growth. With growth, comes
the development of resilience, responsibility,
friendships, a sense of social conscience and selfworth.
Our indoor/outdoor spaces will promote and
challenge children’s curiosity, support sustainable
practices and respect for our natural environment
through an ongoing process of learning together.
Children are given opportunities to grow and
develop through messy play, exploration and
discovery where the voices of children, educators
and families are valued and listened to.
Our philosophy is seen as a living document, continually evolving in the light of
new research, the ideas of team members and input from families
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About Blackmans Bay Childrens Services

Blackmans Bay Childrens Services
Incorporated is a community based
organisation, established in 1980,
providing quality child care services
for children birth to 13 years of age.
The organisation’s legal entity is a
voluntary Board of Directors. The
Board of Directors determine the

strategic

direction

for

the

organisation and engage a Chief
Executive Officer to oversee the day
to day management and operations.
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A Brief History
1980

Blackmans Bay Child Care Centre was established as an occasional child care centre
for 20 children between 2 and 5 years of age.

1985 1990

The Centre altered to a long day care model and increased the number of places to
30 to cater for children from 1 year to 5 years of age.
Out of school hours care programs were then established on the adjacent
Blackmans Bay Primary School site.

1996

Became a sponsor and operator of the Kingston Outside School Hours Care
Program located on the Kingston Primary School site.

1998

Purchased the Blackmans Bay School Kindergarten building and land from the
Department of Education. This building was then renovated to cater for 73 children
from birth to 5 years of age.
Name of the Centre was changed to Blackmans Bay Childrens Services
Incorporated.

2000

Outside School Hours Care Program was established on the Illawarra Primary School
site.

2003

Assumed sponsorship of the St Aloysius Outside School Hours Care Program.

2004

Successfully tendered to the Department of Education for the lease, management
and operation of the Mountain View Child Care Centre located on the Kingston
Primary School site.

2005

Board adopted governance as the methodology to follow to fulfil the roles,
functions, duties and obligations as the legal entity of the organisation.

2006

Funded an extension to Mountain View Child care Centre providing 90 licensed
places.

2008

Established Before School Care at Illawarra Primary School.

2009

Extended the capacity of St Aloysius Outside School Hours Care to 90 places.

2012

Funded an Extension to Ocean View Child Care Centre.

2013

Founding Director and CEO, Susan Nolan retired.

2016

Constitution amendments to enhance engagement with members.

2016

Tender for OSHC Services at New Town Primary School successful with program to
commence in first term 2017.

2017

Purchased a dedicated Administration building to free up space at Ocean View.

2017

Blackmans Bay Childrens Services took on the Approved Provider and support role
for Kingborough Family Day Care from the Kingborough Council.
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Blackmans Bay Childrens Services Sites
Mountain View Child Care Centre
Church Street, Kingston
Located in the grounds of Kingston Primary School
and is leased directly from the Department
of Education. The Centre is licensed for
92 places for children aged
birth to 5 years of age.

Ocean View Child Care Centre
177b Roslyn Avenue, Blackmans Bay
Operates from a purpose built venue in the
grounds of Blackmans Bay Primary School . The
service is licensed for 77 places for children aged
birth to 5 years of age.

Kingborough Family Day Care
1 Diamond Drive, Blackmans Bay
Kingborough Family Day Care provides quality
childcare in the homes of registered family
day care educators supported by a coordination
unit. They provide nurturing care in a secure and
enriching home environment for babies and
children up to 12 years of age.

Administration Centre
1 Diamond Drive, Blackmans Bay
Originally operated from Ocean View and has now
relocated to this newly purchased property in
October 2017. The Centre houses the Leadership
Group (excluding LDC Directors) and the
Administration team who can be contacted on
6229 4914.
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Kingston Outside School
Hours Care
Church Street, Kingston
Operates from two buildings in the grounds of Kingston
Primary School. One building is leased from the Education
Department and the other building was purchased by
Blackmans Bay Childrens services in 2003. Before School Care,
After School Care and Vacation Care is provided at this location
for up to 90 children aged between 5 and 12 years.

St Aloysius Outside School
Hours Care
Roslyn Avenue, Kingston Beach
Operates from two dedicated rooms at St Aloysius
Primary School, Kingston Beach campus, providing
Before School Care, After School Care and Vacation
Care for up to 90 children aged 4 to 12 years of age.

Illawarra Outside School
Hours Care
Tinderbox Road, Blackmans Bay
Operates from a dedicated room at Illawarra
Primary School and provides Before School Care
and After School Care for up to 60 children aged 4
to 12 years of age.

New Town Outside School
Hours Care
36 Forster Street, New Town
Commenced Before School Care, After School Care
and Vacation Care from February 2017 from a
building at New Town Primary School.

Blackmans Bay Outside
School Hours Care
177 Roslyn Avenue, Blackmans Bay
Operates from a building in the grounds of
Blackmans Bay Primary School. Before School
Care, After School Care and Vacation Care is
provided at this location for up to 70 children
aged between 4 and 12 years.
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Our Vision and Strategic Goals
Vision
Blackmans Bay Children’s Services
will be a dynamic, diverse
organisation dedicated to the
provision of services that are
valued and respected for their
quality and leadership.

Mission
Blackmans Bay Children’s Services
is a progressive organisation
providing innovative, responsive
services for children that meet
their needs, the needs of their
families and the community.
Committed to best practice.

Values
Blackmans Bay Children’s Services
upholds the following qualities in
the process of achieving the
mission and vision of the
organisation:

Strategic Goals 2016—2018
People and culture
Support and resources will be allocated to promote and
maintain a positive working climate, provide administrative and
HR support and to encourage professional development for all
staff.

Financial Management
Plans and processes will be developed for the prudent financial
operation of the organisation while also investigating capital
expenditure and management options to secure the long term
future.

Business Development, Marketing and
Expansion
The organisation will be positioned and promoted as a market
leader in contemporary early childhood education and care and
as a desirable partner for alliances and joint ventures.

Governance and Leadership
The Board will govern while management leads the
organisation—a partnership in governance and leadership in a
contemporary not-for-profit organisation.



Quality



Equality



Ethical



Empathy

BBCS will become leaders in delivering high quality services to
children and families, implementing strategies for more
effective communication between all stakeholders.



Respect

ICT Infrastructure and Resources



Citizenship



Responsibility



Commitment

The organisation will have an integrated and robust ICT
platform and appropriate hardware and software and access to
appropriate support, resources and tools to undertake their
work.

Service Delivery
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Board Members - 2016/2017
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Board Chair Report
I am proud to present my third annual report on behalf of the Board of
Blackmans Bay Childrens Services Inc. (BBCS) as Chair of the Board of
Management. I invite you to read about the work of the organisation in this
Annual Report and to contribute to the ongoing conversation and feedback
regarding the services we provide for the community.
This year has been an outstanding year of successes for our organisation,
expanding to include new services at New Town for Outside Hours School Care

and providing further care options for families by adding Kingborough Family
Day Care to our services. The organisation had outgrown its administration
workspaces and after an extensive search, the premises at 1 Diamond Drive
Blackmans Bay were purchased as a new home for Kingborough Family Day Care
and as administration and training facilities. The information technology
platform Xplor was implemented over the course of 2017, giving our families and
our services a modern communication tool for bookings, signing in/out,
communicating about children’s daily activities and for billing. The Board thanks
families and staff for persisting with the new technology during the process of
introducing Xplor in 2017.

The Board has focussed on keeping our services affordable for families and we
are proud to have some of the lowest fees for services in our region, while
delivering high quality programs. Strong financial returns in 2017 have been a
testament to quality financial planning and budgeting.
At the centre of all the Board’s work is the goal of helping the organisation to
grow wonderful young and older children and assisting them and their families
to develop healthily, with an emphasis on learning through play. The Board has
been excited about the opportunities for ‘messy play’ and outdoor experiences
that were offered to children in 2017 through activities on our sites and
excursions and fully supports this philosophy.
The strategic plan 2016-2018 guides our organisation’s path. It is an ambitious
plan and the majority of the plan has already been achieved by year end 2017,
the Board looks forward to working with the CEO and Senior Management Team
in 2018 to complete the remaining items and to develop a new strategic plan
taking us towards 2020 and what will be our fortieth year of serving the
community.
The Constitution of BBCS was updated by the Annual General Meeting (AGM)
with formalising Vision membership and making some procedural amendments.
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The Board worked to ensure that expansions in services in 2017 were
thoroughly tested for due diligence, both from a business and educational
perspective as well as considering the needs of children, staff and parents. I
thank all volunteer Board members who have generously given many hours
of their time to our organisation, particularly those who served on multiple
Board committees.
Thank you also to the Vision members, staff and others who contributed to

the extensive Board committee work in 2017 enabling the organisation to
grow. Your expertise was much appreciated.
Professional learning in governance continues to be a priority for the Board.
We have taken advantage of several webinars to extend our knowledge cost
effectively. Two Board members attended at the Better Boards Conference
in winter 2017 and upon their return the sub-committee structures where
streamlined. The Board, Vision members and senior staff attended an inhouse focus day session in discussing risk and learning about behaviours in
relation to managing risk.

During 2017 the BBCS thanked and farewelled Board members Brooke
Strong, Darren Clark, Paul Reid and Jonathon Mathys and recruited two new
Board members - current BBCS users Jo Clifford and Zoe Tracey. The new
Board members bring to the Board a range of skills including expertise in
systems design and human resources.
Thank you to all the staff of BBCS for continuing to focus on quality in our
operations, for their perseverance with significant change in 2017 and for
their commitment to continuous improvement in both education and care,
governance and business management.
The CEO and the Senior Management Team are applauded for their
leadership, dedication, professionalism, creativity and drive.
- Jeanette Loosmore, Board Chair
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CEO Annual Report
Blackmans Bay Childrens Services continues to grow from strength to strength. On reflecting on the
growth of the organisation over 2017, the saying by often quoted American Football Player and
Coach, Vince Lombardi comes to mind: “The achievements of an organisation are the results of the
combined effort of each individual”. In the case of BBCS, several seamless transitions occurred
during 2017 that are testament to the efforts of many individuals, all playing their individual part.
The year began with two major projects; the establishment of a new OSHC service at New Town
Primary School and the implementation of Xplor software. The first project could be described as
largely seamless, whilst the second experienced challenges.
It has been a pleasure to work with the Principal, Business Manager and staff at New Town Primary
School in the establishment of this service in an area outside BBCS’s traditional Kingborough area.
Key to this success has been open communication with the school and parent community and a
commitment to ensuring that the service meets the needs of the community.
The implementation of Xplor software was met with mixed response. Early adopters found the
software to be extremely user friendly to communicate with educators and Directors and valued the
immediate communication of being able to receive photos and videos of their child in care. Families
that experienced difficulties with connecting to the software and signing in and out understandably
became frustrated until those issues were resolved. We worked hard with the software developers
to ensure that all issues were resolved – one by one. Our IT skills have certainly increased markedly
while assisting families to make the best use of this software.
The implementation of this technology was not entered into lightly. When the decision to move to
Xplor was made, it was anticipated that the new CCS system being implemented in July 2018 would
include a government requirement for families to sign their children in and out digitally. The
decision was confirmed when the changes were announced later in 2017 that this would indeed be
required in the new system. The anticipation of the changes has meant that our services are “one
step ahead” of other services that are yet to make this change.
Another transition that occurred during 2017 was the relocation of the Administration functions of
BBCS to newly acquired premises at 1 Diamond Drive, Blackmans Bay. It had been recognised for
some time that the ability of the organisation to grow was somewhat limited by the need to
increase administrative and service support functions – these were largely limited by availability of
office space. The Board are to be commended for their willingness to recognise the benefits that
purchasing appropriate office space would bring to the organisation. The move of the
administrative office from Ocean View Child Care Centre to Diamond Drive was met with a tinge of
sadness that we would no longer have the daily special cuddle as children walked past the office up
the hallway. However, we believe that the functionality and productivity of the administrative team
has increased immensely. Besides, we can always go for a little excursion to visit the children and
the children have been known to have an excursion to the offices too!
The other major transition was that of welcoming Kingborough Family Day Care into our
organisation. Whilst the official transfer date was 6th November, a considerable amount of planning
and groundwork was undertaken to ensure that all the staff and educators at the service were
supported in continuing to provide the best possible family day care service to the community.
Throughout the process, the focus was ensuring that the service continued to provide a pivotal role
in the community for families and children.
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Other milestones of which we can be proud include:
 Scott Norris and Lynne Rayner presenting our Play Journey at a National Conference in Melbourne
 Multiple professional development opportunities for Board, Staff and Vision members
 Amending the constitution to formally include Vision membership
 Partnering with Discovery Early Learning Centres to provide regular Bush Block experiences for
children from Mountain View and Ocean View
 Commencement of a formal leadership development and innovation group
 Conducting a competitive tender process for financial Audit services
 Commencing a project to focus on our brand and consider the organisation’s needs moving
forward
Throughout all of these achievements, we continue to keep our focus on developing strong
relationships with children and families as we strive to provide quality services in our community.

The external environment in which BBCS operates continues to change. The possibility of the school
starting age being lowered loomed as a threat to both the wellbeing of the children and also to the
ongoing financial viability of our services. While the government decided not to pursue this change, we
need to carefully manage the strong financial reserves we have built to be confident in responding to
future changes.
The change from Child Care Benefit (CCB) and Child Care Rebate (CCR) to Child Care Subsidy (CCS) from
2nd July brings with it a cessation of funding provided directly to services (with the closure of the current
Community Support Funding) and uncertainty in utilisation patterns moving forward.
Coupled with this is the move by the Department of Education to consider a tender process for the
provision of OSHC services on school sites, adding to uncertainty.
These are all factors that are impacting on the child care sector as a whole and are solid reasons to
prudently manage our reserves to ensure the ongoing financial viability of the organisation.
As is evident above, it has been a tremendous year for BBCS and the Board have been instrumental in
providing leadership and solid governance processes for the organisation. Board members volunteer
their time and expertise to BBCS and consistently demonstrate their commitment to the organisation.
Without this commitment and focus on our core mission, we could not have achieved all that we have.
Referring back to the quote in the opening paragraph – we could not have achieved any of this without
the combined effort of each individual. Throughout the year, everyone has played their
part in contributing to the success of BBCS. Whilst some may work in one area of the
organisation, their contribution is no less valuable than any other person. Every
contribution is sincerely valued. Thank you for your continued effort and contribution.
- Lynne Moran, CEO

“The achievements of an organisation are the
results of the combined effort of each
individual”. — Vince Lombardi
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Mountain View Child Care Centre
At Mountain View the four main focus areas for 2017 were learning
through play, creating rich learning environments both indoors and
outdoors and becoming more culturally competent and sustainability.
The importance of play has again been a major influence on our
practices in 2017. In March 2017 three of our educators along with 8
other educators from across our service attended the second
Malarkey play conference in Melbourne.
Two of our Blackmans Bay Childrens Services educators presented at
this conference highlighting our “Play Journey” and how we promote
play in our services. It was a very proud moment to see our service
leading the way in how to support children’s play and encourage
children’s interactions with their natural environment. At Mountain
View children are supported to:


take risks in a controlled environment including climbing trees,
rope and tyre swings and play barefoot in the playground



use loose parts areas to practice problem solving and planning
skills, negotiation and sharing skills, communication and
listening skills and mathematical skills such as counting,
identifying shapes and colours, spatial awareness and creating
patterns



dig in the dirt



play in the mud



get dirty



build cubby houses



hide in the bushes



role play



be creative



explore



lead their own play experiences and



develop and follow their own interests

All rooms have created learning spaces in which children feel safe and
secure and allow for challenge, investigation and to follow their own
interests. We have extended our learning spaces to include
excursions to:


the bush and the library on a weekly basis



trips to the beach



excursions to the Great Escape and local parks and gardens
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Sustainability was the fourth focus area for 2017. Not only
did we learn to reduce, reuse and recycle, we also learnt
about how to interact with the world around us.


We planted vegetables in our gardens and used our
fresh fruit and vegetables in our morning and
afternoon tea menus



We used our worm farm to fertilise our garden
beds



We investigated the important role bees have in
collecting pollen to make our plants grow and how
they make honey



We investigated snails, worms and other insects in
our garden



We Introduced book swapping to recycle our books
and encourage children and families to read.



The introduction of Xplor has enabled us to use
technology to record children’s learning and
communicate with families reducing the amount of
paper we use

We hope that you enjoyed 2017 as much as we did and we
are excited and looking forward to what 2018 will bring.
- Lindy Davis, Mountain View Director
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Ocean View Child Care Centre
During 2017 we saw the office relocation to Diamond Drive, leaving
Ocean View Childcare site where they had been located for the past
35 years. We were fortunate to have been able to transition well
with the move, although missing the friendly faces of the office staff
it has been relatively smooth sailing.
With Blackmans Bay Childrens Services continuing the pathway of
“Play” through all areas of their development the educators have
been provided with support and training to continue to allow
children to explore our environment in many ways. The focus on
children learning through ”Play” is part of our service philosophy and
will remain this way in the coming years. Children being able to
explore more of the outdoor environment with ease, support and
excitement is our primary aim.
Forming a strong bond with Discovery Early Childhood Centre has
enabled the educators to participate in a Bush Camp at Lenah Valley.
Weekly the 3-5 year old children set off on the centre bus and are
able to have endless opportunities to explore, investigate and engage
in the natural environment. Through this experience children are
able to learn, develop skills and gain a deeper understanding of the
outdoor environment. Weather is no deterrent.

All age groups are very fortunate to have the local beach so very
close and many excursions on foot have occurred throughout the
year. The children have been able to enjoy the beach, rock pools,
climbing the cliff face to see how far they can go and creating
wonderful spaces within the beach area. Our focus being more on
the benefits children are able to achieve by taking risks by providing
these opportunities.
We were successful in receiving a $20,000 Department of Education
grant to erect a roof outside the Raindrop Room, shade sails in the
Rainbow Room and the main outdoor area. This allows children to
spend more outdoor time within the UV allowable times.
The educators continue to work extremely hard to provide
opportunities to all children and their families to become involved in
local community projects.
Thank you to Helen Henderson who has volunteered her time weekly
to run a gardening program. Every room is involved in the planting,
caring and watering of the gardens and the end product is used for
their afternoon tea. Lots of lovely recipes coming forward.
We also celebrated Hinamatsuri, which is a special Japanese day, also
called Dolls Day. This festival originated in the Heian Period when
dolls were used to take troubles or away from families. Children used
recycled materials to make their own Hina dolls.
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Highlights of the year:














We strive to continue to support the local Lions Club and their amazing
work they do for the community. We support the annual Art Celebration
BBQ and provide the meat and drinks as a donation to the Childhood
Cancer Research Program. This year a total of $280 was raised towards
this very worthwhile and close to our heart cause.
Children have been exposed to many musical performances from other
countries throughout the year.
Tea towel fundraising
Bunnings – excursions to participate in art and woodwork workshops
Hawthorn Village – morning tea with the residents
Guide Dogs – monthly donation
Sponsor child – monthly donations
Bravehearts “Keep children safe” program with Ditto visiting the service
and educating the 3 to 5 year olds on strategies for “staying Safe”
Bravehearts – White Balloon Day symbolising support for making
Australia Safer place for children
Pyjama day raising funds for Camp Quality
Annual giving tree – gifts for the Men's Shelter and Jirah House.
RSPCA Christmas gift donations

We are very proud to have a diverse range of cultures within our service and
love to celebrate these with families. A huge thank you to Disha Bosmia,
who was able to guide and initiate a week of celebrations for “Diwali”.
Disha organised a week full of wonderful days. These included Disha and
friends dancing for the children across all age groups, daily activities of art
experiences, cooking and henna painting.
In conclusion I wish to thank the educators who have taken on the concept
of “Play” so well at Ocean View. The extra time, effort and resources you
put forward daily are much appreciated. Seeing the children out jumping in
puddles, playing in the mud kitchen, gardening, exploring the world around
them is such a pleasing sight. I continue to receive beautiful comments from
families of the experiences children are offered at Ocean View.
- Shirley Kelly, OV Director
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Kingborough Family Day Care
2017 was a year of great change for Kingborough Family Day Care.
BBCS began discussions with Kingborough Council in April with the
view of taking on the Approved Provider and support role for the
service. The process was consultative and met with positivity from
staff, Educators and stakeholders. In May our Co-ordinator, Janelle
Brennan finished with the service after just over ten years leading
the team. Staff and Educators got together for a dinner to wish her
well in her new career path.
Staff worked tirelessly to ensure a smooth transition to BBCS in
November, ensuring that Educators were supported fully through
the change and the coordination unit was up to date on relevant
paperwork and procedures. Just before Christmas the coordination
unit made the physical move to 1 Diamond Drive; after 18 years at
their current premises this was no small task. This move was made
so easy by the amount of volunteers. Staff had culled many
resources but we still seemed to have a lot of ‘stuff’. I think
everyone was quite surprised to find how well we ended up fitting
into our new workspace.
Kingborough Family Day Care values the local community and area,
we try to be involved with many of the local community events.
Love Living Locally is an event we have been involved with since its
inception. We provide a space for children of all ages to involve
themselves in a sustainably minded activity, this year we provided
homemade mouldable sand.
Educators are supported to continue to enhance their personal
development and training. Opportunities offered in Tasmania and
further afield are highlighted to Educators and staff, with in-house
training offered at scheme meetings and throughout the year. A
number of Educators attended the Family Day Care Australia forum
early in the year. Personal development and training is also
targeted with individuals as a part of Educators regular field visits.
Moving into 2018, staff are excited to embrace working with BBCS.
I think Socrates sums up our positive progress with “The secret of
change is to focus all of your energy, not on fighting the old, but
building the new’”.
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Kingborough Family Day Care Playgroup highlights of 2017:
 Loose parts play and utilising our beautiful garden became the focus of
children’s interest in 2017. It was exciting to watch children discover new
play spots and games within a larger group. The garden become an extension
of the indoor play environment and toys ventured out, children solved many
problems when trying to make their train track pass through the dry river
bed.
 Harmony Day was celebrated in March, with something everyone always
loves….food. We had lots of countries represented within our Educator group
and children who attended playgroup.
 Children began to take on more responsibility in caring for the playgroup
environment, we found if we left a dustpan and broom within reach children
took the chance to use it. More so they were very thorough and careful in
their cleaning up. Serious play.
 Through the winter months some focus on some indoor pastimes with tool
play becoming a highlight of many children’s time at playgroup. It was
interesting to watch their skills and confidence using real tools develop.
 Science Week is always a time that captures children and Educators
attention. Children were so patient when conducting their experiments and
showed great insight at their predictions of what was happening or might
happen and why.
 Many outings were conducted with playgroup, but a favourite was the rock
discovery beach trip. Children tested their physical skills at negotiating
climbing the rocks and looking for rock pools. Older children would stop to
help the younger ones follow in their footsteps, giving instructions on which
might be the best way to get up a tricky spot.
 Sensory experiments using a mortar and pestle with herbs and flowers
initiated lots of discussion and excitement among the children.
 National Superhero’s Week is something Playgroup celebrates yearly. Raising
awareness and money for Muscular Dystrophy is a community service that
children thoroughly enjoy participating in. Who wouldn’t want to dress as
your favourite superhero and have super powers for the day!
 Coordination unit staff and Educators and children regularly visited Manor
Gardens Club in 2017. This is a wonderful opportunity for intergenerational
contact and interactions. The children get opportunities for singing, dancing,
chatting, playing in the garden, having a cuddle, feeding the chooks and
taking time to show the elderly how a toy works or how to draw on the
paper. I had the chance to visit a
couple of times with the children
during the year and it was really
heart-warming to watch just
how much enjoyment all the
parties involved got out of these
events.
- Fi Morley, FDC Director
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Outside School Hours Care
2017 started out with a bang as we commenced operation of a
new OSHC service at New Town Primary School. We welcomed
Kate as BBCS’ inaugural NTOSHC coordinator. Kate did a great job
of building the service from a start up to a high quality program
with up to 40 children attending care daily. Sadly, we farewelled
Kate in November as she returned home to Qld. However, we did
welcome Ali back to BBCS after some years away from the
organisation as she toured on cruise ships through the
Caribbean. Ali has slotted in very well to the role of NTOSHC
coordinator and has continued to grow the service.
We also welcomed two new coordinators into the BBCS family.
Ina had been travelling the world but fell in love with Tasmania
and we were lucky enough to grab her for the role of BBOSHC
coordinator. During 2017, Ina guided her team through the
assessment and rating period where BBOSHC received a rating of
exceeding the National Quality Standard. A great achievement!
Unfortunately for us, the travel bug was still there, and Ina left
Tasmania to discover more of the world. McKeag began working
at BBCS in Term 2 2017 as coordinator of SAOSHC. Her “worldly”
experience and her enthusiastic attitude captured our attention –
please ask her about sticky beaks or to say “kookaburra” – and
we thought she would be a great fit for the role of coordinator.
SAOSHC has benefited greatly from McKeag’s kind and caring
nature as is demonstrated by the number of children enjoying
their time at SAOSHC.
Our other services have also been hard at it in 2017. The space at
Illawarra OSHC changed in 2017, and Linda and her team have
really embraced the challenge to provide a high quality service in
a smaller space. We believe this was a successful transition
judging by the happy children in care and the level of satisfaction
shown by families. Kingston OSHC has welcomed the concept
and many benefits of play into their service, allowing children to
play outside in wet weather, in muddy puddles and with loose
parts including big tyres and wood planks. There have also been
instances where experiences with fire have been used within the
program (supervised that is, for all parents who just took a deep
breath!).
I’d also like to take this opportunity to thank all of the educators
that have played a role in making OSHC the service it is today.
Without these individuals who bring their enthusiasm, skills and
knowledge day in and day out, we would not be able to provide a
stimulating, yet caring, environment for your children in care.
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During 2017, BBCS sent 11 educators over to the National Play and Playwork conference
held in Melbourne. Of these 11, 3 were OSHC educators who took many wonderful ideas
and concepts about the world of play and how this could be implemented into our OSHC
services. This has motivated educators to think about their own practices, evoked many
passionate conversations about risk and the benefits of play and provided experiences that
may not “fit in the box”. BBCS very own Professional Development and Educational Mentor
and myself were lucky enough to present our journey so far to the audience in attendance.
Through this, we realised that we are headed on the right track in terms of play and its
benefits, including reinforcing the many aspects of learning and development that children
gain through play.
2017 also saw BBCS run its second Vacation Care Camp. We upped the ante this year by
increasing the camp from one night to two, and changed to a location further away –
Woodfield. Woodfield provided a scenic destination, a wonderful walk to a waterfall, a
water slide, a flying fox, a ropes course and an impromptu all in (including educators) water
fight on an otherwise scorching day. It was a great three days that was enjoyed by all!
2017 has seen children have the opportunity to ride scooters and skateboards, climb trees,
venture to the beach, do woodwork, dress up, cook, make some special art and craft, have
paper aeroplane competitions, chat, build cubbies, use tongs, play cricket and soccer, learn
science and do some kayaking. But most of all, be involved in an environment where they
can have FUN!
2018 looks set to be a promising year after the solid foundation laid in 2017 as we look at
ways we can extend upon the opportunities and experiences we provide for children, while
maintaining a positive, caring and safe environment as we have in 2017. We look forward
to not only caring for your children once again, but welcoming new families to the OSHC
family.
- Scott Norris, OSHC Director
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Human Resources
For Human Resources, 2017 was a year of recruitment. This was brought about by the need to respond to
the growth of Blackmans Bay Childrens Services as well as a desire to keep the team fresh with the
introduction of new ideas and perspectives.
In addition to educators and coordinators for new services, our Administration Centre has dealt with
increasingly diverse challenges. The introduction of new team members to join an already exceptional team
in that area has been exciting.
It has been especially pleasing to hear many candidates talk about BBCS as a desirable workplace choice
because of our reputation as an employer, the opportunity to work with contemporary practices and
because our size and diversity offers them opportunities for growth and advancement. Some new staff
have made the move to Tasmania specifically to take up their role with BBCS.
It has been rewarding to see existing staff demonstrate growth that has positioned them as ideal
candidates when coordinator positions have become available. To ensure this continues we introduced a
Development Group to provide emerging leaders with development opportunities in 2017. Development
Group 2.0 will continue in 2018 with a few tweaks.
We also introduced a Think Tank in 2017 – a group of employees who meet approximately once a month to
generate and assess ideas in various areas of the organisation. The first focus was on environmental
sustainability and the first couple of initiatives are currently being implemented.
Our structured appraisal process, the REDI program, continued in 2017 and was less of a shock to the team
in its’ second year. That extra comfort level led to many very positive and development focused
discussions.
Towards the end of 2017, we introduced a staff mobility initiative. While continuity is important for the
children in our care, and also can help promote healthy team dynamics, change also brings many
advantages. With many children already moving rooms for the new year, staff were asked to nominate
their preferred rooms and services for 2018. A number of very positive changes were made, and the
diversity of experience should help those educators continue to develop their skills and share their
knowledge.
Educator pay rates have been prominent in the news recently. While BBCS has always paid above award,
we were conscious that the gap had closed over recent years. As a result, we decided late in 2017 (with the
boards generous support) to have two pay rises over a six-month period. While we would like to see sector
wide reform, we are proud to have been proactive in better rewarding our outstanding team. The support
of the board in paying above award rates has been important to help us retain our people and also in
attracting high calibre recruits.
Finally, 2017 was a year of continued cultural change. Having introduced the PEARLs (our values
framework) the previous year, 2017 saw them become embedded in our DNA. This has happened because
these values are much more than pretty words and good intentions – they define our behaviour and are the
measure by which we all hold each other accountable. Because there is no rank when it comes to values
and behavioural accountability, any member of our team can safely expect any other member of the team,
regardless of position, to behave according to the PEARLs. As a result, our people are both accountable and
empowered – and this flows through to the high standard of care they provide.
- Simon Thiessen, HR Manager
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Professional Development Overview
2017 was a very busy and adventurous year for Blackmans Bay Childrens
Services. We completed a very successful vacation care camp which
children and educators all gained valuable experience in patience,
interpersonal skills and fun. The CEO and HR Manager were even brave
enough to spend a night with the children—they may be called on next
time.
Another highlight was Scott Norris and Lynne Rayner presenting at the Play
Conference in Melbourne to a national audience of educators. This was a
magnificent opportunity to showcase our journey into loose parts and play.
We took 9 staff over to the conference, representing both OSHC and LDC.
Our partnership with Discovery ELC at Dominic developed into both Ocean
View and Mountain View utilising their bush block at Lenah Valley. As a
result, we facilitated a workshop on wellbeing and mental health for
Dominic staff at a PD in June. Una Lalagavesi (Director of Dominic) delivered
a PD on Aboriginal history in Tasmania for our educators. This was received
very well by our educators and led us to make contact with Leprena in
Moonah.
Mental Health First Aid was completed in April and are continuing our Gold
status through MHFA Australia, This is something we should be very proud
of.
In-service training at both Long Day Cares and Outside School Hours Care
consisted of ‘Resilience in Children’, ‘programming’ sessions,
‘development’, child protection and the usual weekly meetings with
directors and co-ordinators.
Accredited first aid was delivered in February and Lisa Ford, Clinical
Psychologist, facilitated a session on ‘Anxious Children’ at Kingborough Civic
Centre which some of our educators attended. Quite a few of our staff
attended PD’s offered by Malarkey on Play Cycle and Theory of Play.
Scott Nolan and Lynne Rayner were both deserving recipients of ‘The Susan
Nolan’ scholarship. The scholarship provided study of a development
course online through a Pop Up Playground RTO in USA. What is learned is
being passed on to our educators.
To encourage and support staff to lead a healthy lifestyle, walks were
offered to staff in their break or after work, fresh fruit platters were
distributed to services and water coolers installed in both LDC centres.
Initial meetings were held with Kingborough Council and they are
fascinated and supportive of our intention to create pop up playgrounds
around the local area and to be instrumental in creating the first ‘real’
adventure playground in Kingborough. The possibilities for community
engagement are endless.
- Lynne Rayner, Professional Development & Educational Mentor
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Recognition of Employee Service
We wish to take the opportunity to recognise the outstanding commitment to
Blackmans Bay Childrens Services to the following employees:

20
15 years
10 years
5 years

celebrating

Lindy Davis
Shirley Kelly

celebrating

Jane Powell
Tracey Beech
Kristy Bowerman
Hayley Jones

celebrating

Liz Bellani
Kate Edmonds
Rebecca Goodluck
Jill Hind
Shirley Manning
Cherie Slot
Rebecca Weicks

celebrating

Alma Bartle
Annalise Bradshaw
Alicia Clarke
Nickita Direen
Mandy Direen
Kirsten Green
Lyn Johnson
Anita Kerrison
Annabelle Knott

Zac McKeown
Kaitlyn Mulder
Max Niepce
Scott Norris
Esther Patterson
Angela Smith
Cheryl Stalker
Brooke Strong
Theresa Styles
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Our PEARLs
Blackmans Bay Childrens Services wish to thank our staff for exhibiting the following
professional behaviors in all dealings with staff, children and families.
Commitment to quality is achieved by all staff adopting the following organisational
values:
Commitment to do your job to the best of your ability all of the time
Professional

Accepting the organisational structure and lines of authority
Commit to gaining further skills and knowledge

Ethical
Accountable

Take the whole situation into account, not just one perspective
Take responsibility and be accountable for your own actions
Active listening
Being confidential

Respectful

Awareness of ones own values
Respecting others
Accepting of differences
Know, understand and follow:
National Quality Framework
Education and Care Services National Regulations

Lawful

Policies and Procedures
Child Protection Procedures
Code of Professional Conduct
UN Conventions on the Rights of the Child
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